Game:
Defend the Fort

**Purpose:** a silly game which can be competitive

**What do you need:** loads of balloons of 2 different colours and a way of marking out two bases, you might want to make these out of cardboard boxes or make a square of chairs

The aim of the game is to defend your fort. Divide your group into two teams (you could split into more teams if you have more young people). Allocate each team to a base. Each fort should have the same amount of balloons but each fort should have balloons of a different colour.

Give the teams a certain amount of time, say 5 minutes & at the end of the allotted time, the team must count the balloons in their base. The teams must protect their balloons but also must try and steal balloons from the other base. The team counts up the balloons, 100 points for each of their own balloons which remain in the Base & unpopped!